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About Us
Inked Streets & Co, is a Global Blogging Forum, aiming in establishing Blogging, V-
Logging, Influencing, as Legit Career Opportunity. It all started out as our passion of
writing and influencing people through articles. We being the youths, thought of
leaving behind a legacy so that, the future generations can have the courage to follow
their passion. We strongly believe in "Being Job Creator's rather than, Job Seekers".
Hence, Inked Streets was formed. 

Rediscover yourself, and ignite your Passion with us. Ink down your streets with
memories, so that when someone asks What have you done in your life, you won't
have to think, You will Know!

                                                             Live Young, Wild & Free!



Why Travel?
 ~By~

Janice Mendez & Carl Cooper



Travel is good for lots of things, but it can
also increase mental well-being - and not
just in the short-term. Whether you’re
traveling for business, on a one-week family
holiday, or have sold everything to pursue a
life on the road, traveling can make you a
happier person by building self-confidence,
providing new experiences and memories,
breaking routine and allowing you to meet
people from all over the world.

So the next time you find yourself heading
out on a shopping spree to lift your mood,
why not put that money towards a flight
instead?

Why Travel?

10 EXPLORE / MARCH 2019



Travel is the movement of people between
relatively distant geographical locations,
and can involve travel by foot, bicycle,
automobile, train, boat, airplane, or other
means, with or without luggage, and can be
one way or round trip.  Travel can also
include relatively short stays between
successive movements.

The origin of the word "travel" is most likely
lost to history. The term "travel" may
originate from the Old French word
travail.  According to the Merriam Webster
dictionary, the first known use of the word
travel was in the 14th century. It also states
that the word comes from Middle English
travailen, travelen (which means to
torment, labor, strive, journey) and earlier
from Old French travailler (which means to
work strenuously, toil). In English 

we still occasionally use the words travail
and travails, which mean struggle.
According to Simon Winchester in his book
The Best Travelers' Tales (2004), the words
travel and travail both share an even more
ancient root: a Roman instrument of
torture called the tripalium (in Latin it
means "three stakes", as in to impale). This
link reflects the extreme difficulty of travel
in ancient times. Also note the torturous
connotation of the word "travailler."

Today, travel may or may not be much
easier depending upon the destination you
choose (i.e., Mt. Everest, the Amazon
rainforest), how you plan to get there (tour
bus, cruise ship, or oxcart), and whether or
not you decide to "rough it (see extreme
tourism and adventure travel).



Travel Tips
1. BE FLEXIBLE.
We always plan for delays and try not to get upset
when things inevitably go wrong. Patience is
extremely important when traveling!

2. MAKE A LIST.

About a week or so before each trip, I make a
mental list of items I don’t want to forget — which I
WILL forget if I don’t write them down. I’ve learned
that when I think of something, I need to write it
down.

3. LEARN COMMON PHRASES OF THE
LOCAL LANGUAGE.

A simple “Please,” “Thank you,” and “I’m sorry” in
the local language goes a long way. I also like to
learn the word for beer, but that’s just me.

4. DON’T FORGET AN EXTRA CAMERA
BATTERY (OR TWO)

Have you ever gotten to that epic sunset photo
spot and realized your camera battery is dead and
you don’t have a back up? I try to bring at least
three camera batteries on all of our trips so that
we don’t miss out on that perfect shot.

5. ALWAYS BRING A SARONG

Sarongs can be used as a wrap when you are cold,
a towel, a curtain, or a piece of clothing that can
be worn dozens of different ways. Solid colors are
great, but if you want something that stands out, I
love this sarong.

6. ALWAYS BUY TRAVEL INSURANCE

A medical emergency can wipe out your savings —
or even worse. We use and trust World Nomads for
travel insurance.



Westernization & Indian
Mentality

~Rudra Deka~
B.Tech in Computer Science Engineering,

NEHU, Shillong
Founder & CEO, Inked Streets & Co



It is often seen that the elders are still
binded by the old ways whereas, the youths
are more and more inclined to the western
lifestyle. However, a serious question arises
with the changing trends. Are we ready to
accept Westernization? 
It so happens, when people have folded
towards the lifestyle, yet the mindset
remains the same. Talking about equality,
feminism and other modern notions does
not essentially means, westernization. The
very fact, that women are still portrayed as
objects, is a testament to the low mindset
of people around. INDIA, has been the
epitome of Culture, Tradition and Heritage,
and it is vital to preserve the culture and
ethics of the society but at the same time,
we must also, keep an open mind and be
liberal.  The world is changing fast, and we
have to keep up. Westernization or
adoption of a more liberal mindset is the
key to the success of this Nation.
It falls upon the Youths of this great
Nation, to preserve the Culture and Move
ahead with a open and liberal mindset.
Only then, will this Country succeed. 

We have seen the rise and fall of many
cultures, traditions and heritages, but the
one that lingers on is the CULTURE OF
INDIA. Our country has a rich legacy and
heritage, left behind by different rulers that
ruled this country for decades. The only
reason, we have such a diverse culture and
still bind as ONE, is the very fact, of
tolerance, humbleness, kindness and
mutual respect we have for each other.
However, recent times, with globalization,
the youths have bought in a wave of change
throughout the society and have flagged in
cultural reforms. This can be seen in
everyday life. The lifestyle, code of conduct,
ethics have all changed. People have
became more and more practical. 



Incredible

Axom (Assam)
The Gateway to North-East India



Introduction to Weaving

~Rimpi Deka~
Bachelor in Arts (IGNOU)

Diploma in Fashion & Textile Design
Co-Founder, Principal Designer & MD, 

Inked Streets & Co



Weaving & its Introduction

Weaving is a method of textile production in which two distinct sets of yarns
or threads are interlaced at right angles to form a fabric or cloth. Weaving
begins with a process called wrapping during which yarns wind onto a beam.
Weaving is one of the ancient art forms and also very common and useful. It
is used to make baskets, braids, dresses, tapestry etc. In these cultures,
weaving has supplied a multiple of items from containers and clothing to
decorative elements of comfort and beauty. 
Weaving has always fascinated me as a young girl, I have always wanted to
learn how to weave. I am fashion designer and being a designer weaving is
the most common thing that is widely used in everything and I have enjoyed
learning the weaving. It is not one day thing; you have practice & practice.
You know “PRACTICE MAKES IT PERFECT”! Weaving truly has something to
offer everyone. And I hope that reading my article, someone will get inspired
and start working on their skill set and learn how to weave. 
Weaving is something that, once you know, no one can stop you from
creating. But first, let me tell you the basics that you need. 

Different types of weaves- 
Plain, twill and satin. Plain weave is the simplest, and most common of all
weaving techniques. The method is going alternatively, pass over and under
each other creating both horizontal and vertical. Twill weave is created by
passing over and under two line. Satin weave is achieved by one wrap yarn
crossing over the most possible filling yarns, creating floats on the face side
of the fabric. Now, we have known about weaves, next is about different
types of looms.
Looms- 
There are various types of looms. If you have ever visited a village You must
have seen it. It is also known as the Handloom. Then there is table loom,
floor loom, tapestry loom, card loom, computer loom, beaded loom,
backstrap loom etc. There are also other options, but if you are a beginner
and want to learn but you are on a low budget then make your own loom at
home. You will get a tons of videos on YouTube on how to make a loom.



And lastly, I would like to tell that the patterns that can be created by
weaving: patterns can be introduced by using yarns of different colors in
the wrap, the filling, or both, to create plaids, checks or strips. These
yarn- dye patterns can be distinguished from prints because the patterns
appear on the both sides of the fabric. Woven patterns may also be
produced by reversing the direction of the weakness are used to create
unusual Design or patterns in fabrics, which are called Novelty weaves.

~Rimpi Deka~
Bachelor in Arts (IGNOU)

Diploma in Fashion & Textile Design
Principal Designer & MD, Inked Streets & Co



~Rimpi Deka~
Bachelor in Arts (IGNOU)

Diploma in Fashion & Textile Design
Co-Founder, Principal Designer & MD, 

Inked Streets & Co

"Muga"
The Queen of Silk



The Muga silk Industry of Assam has been in
existence since time Immemorial. In, Assam muga
silk weaving is an ancient craft, though there is no
definite and precise mention of the time of its
origin. Ahom regime (1228-1828) can be considered
as the golden period for muga culture in Assam,
which prospered and thrived and had become a
part of social and economic life of the Assamese
people. The muga silk cloth which is closely
associated with the socio-economic and cultural life
of assamese people is considered as the queen of all
fabric due to its durability and elegant lustrous
natural color.
The most common characteristics to identify Muga
is its golden bright hue. ‘Muga’ it means yellow. The
muga is very superior in every respect in
comparison to the normal white silk (PAAT) that is
world famous. It is also famous for its durability.
Muga silk is mainly produced by the ‘garo’
community of Assam and the capital of muga silk is
‘Sualkuchi’. MUGA is extracted from the silkworm
(anthreraea assamensis) also known as “POLU” in
assamese. The larvae of these moths feed on som
(machilus bombycina) and sualu (litsaea polyantha)
leaves, and the silk produced from them is known
for its glossy texture. It was previously reported
that muga silk cannot be dyed or bleached due to
‘low porosity’, but this is incorrect, muga takes dye
like any other silk. This silk can be handwashed
with its luster increasing after every wash. Very
often the silk outlines its owner. Assam silk denotes
the three major types of Indigenous silks produced
in Assam – Golden muga, white paat and Eri silk.
Muga silk has given the geographical Indication (GI)
status since 2007 and the logo for the authentic
production has been registered with Assam science
technology and environment council. The central
silk board of India has the authority to inspect
Muga silk products, certify their authenticity and
allow traders to use the GI logo.



Youths and Sankardev
THE DHARM-GURU OF ASSAM.

~Abhilash Kashyap~
Bachelor in Arts, 5th Semester,

Tezpur College.



Is the new generation ignoring Sankardev?

Introduction : Before starting this article if you are a resident of Assam
then I am pretty sure that you are quite familiar with the name Sankardev.
So basically he was a 15th/16th century Assamese saint scholar, poet,
Playright, social religious reformer and a figure of great importance in the
cultural and religious history of Assam, it is impossible to write all his
efforts in a simple article but some of his few great contributions to the
historical Assamese society in the minimum way possible.

Introduction of Sankardev : The great saint Sankardev was born on 26th
September 1449 at Bordowa,Nagaon,Assam. He started going to school at
the age of 12 and wrote a poem about Lord Vishnu- " Kartala Kamala
Kamala Dala Nayana" without using any matra. He was well known for his
contribution of the "Eksarana" religion (Neo Vaishnavism) which is a form
of pure monotheism. He is widely credited with building new forms of
music and dances such as the Borgeets (Holy Songs) and Sattriya (a dance
form in Assam). He was also the founder of theatrical performance such as
Ankia Naat and Bhaona and created his own language called 'Brajavali' to
write scriptures. Bhaona is a traditional theatrical form of entertainment
with religious messages, prevalent in Assam, India, He created the form to
convey the religious messages to villagers through entertainment and joy.
In order to witness the beauty of Bhaona culture one can visit Majuli, the
largest river Island in the world situated in Assam.During his lifetime
Sankardev took many pilgrimage which took him to places like Puri,
Mathura, Dwarka, Vrindavan, Gaya, Rameswaram, Ayodhya, Sitakunda and
almost all the major seats of Vaishnavite religion in India, He spended
many years at Jagannath- Kshetra at Puri. His major literacy creations are
the 'Kirtan Ghosa' Gunamala etc.It is said that Sankardev wrote 240
Borgeets out of which only few exists today, Later on Madhavdev who was
also the chief disciple of Sankardev also authored 100 Borgeets, It is said
that Borgeets are lyrical songs with specific raga,They express the religious
sentiments of the poets reacting to different situations.Sankardev also
wrote the Gunamala which is a abridged version (handbook) of Bhagavata
Puran. He inspired the Bhakti movement in Assam just as Guru Nanak,
Ramananda, Namdev, Kabir, Basava and Chaitanya Mahaprabhu.
Sankardev never discriminated among any people on the basis of
rich/poor, caste, religion, gender, race, language etc. On the other hand it is
said that he united every people as the children of God. He also had Muslim
disciples, one of them is popularly know as 'Sankhai' who was a tailor by
profession.



Ekasarana or Neo Vaishnavite movement : Sankardev travelled through many
pilgrimages and holy places of India from where he learned about religion, scriptures
and many more things which leads to the path of devotion specially Vaishnavism. He
was the founder   of Vaishnavism which is little bit modified than other form of
Vaishnavism, ie the 'Ekasarna Nam Dharma' or the Neo Vaishnavite movement which
is a religion of monotheism. The Radha Krishna cult is not acknowledged in this
system of Vaishnavism, nor is any shakti (energy represented in a female form) of
Lord Vishnu to be recognized. The supreme God in this religion is Lord Vishnu, and no
other Deities should be prayed except him. Animal sacrifice is strictly prohibited in
this form of religion. The main mantra of this religion was "Ek Dev Ek Sev, Ek bine nai
Kev" Which means God is one, except him no one is worth worshiping. 

The four fundamental elements of Neo Vaishnavism are 
1. God 
2. Guru (the religious preceptors)
3. The fraternity of Bhakats (devotees)
4. Nam 

The prayer house of the followers of Neo Vaishnavism is called Namghar.The Neo
Vaishnavite movement brought about a cultural revolution in the Brahmaputra
valley.The 'Satra' established by the disciples of Sankardev have become the hubs of
cultural activities, where classical musics and traditional songs, dances and drama
were cultivated. The Neo Vaishnavite religion never discriminates among any people
on the basis of wealth,caste, religion, gender, language etc. and this was the reason
even some Muslim people of Assam had also became disciples of Sankardev,
Sankardev believed in unity and equality not hatred, his main motive was to unite the
people as humans and teach them devotion, love and humanity.
Conclusion : Sankardev passed away in the year 1568 at the age of 120 years, The cause
of his death was a painful boil. Although there are many contribution of Sankardev in
the Assamese culture, It seems like the new young generation of Assam is knowingly
or unknowingly forgetting him. This is basically a sign of foolishness to ignore our
own culture and traditions of our ancestors. As an Assamese we must always try to
preserve our cultures and traditions and pass the knowledge to our next generation.
Not only Mahapurush Sankardev but we should always glorify all the great men of our
Assamese history so that the beauty of Assam and its culture will shine for eternity.

~Abhilash Kashyap
Bachelor in Arts, 5th Semester,

Tezpur College.



Inspiration is never for
Imitation

~Ayushi Das, 
M.Sc Biotechnology and Bioinformatics,

NEHU, Shillong



Art is anything that triggers a sense of creativity, a
passionate affair of imagination and thoughts. It
resonates with the viewer as well as the creator. It
enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the
same time. Art may be characterized in terms of
mimesis, expression, communication of emotions or
other qualities.  But to know who the person is, Art is
what speaks volume for advocating it. Not all people
are capable to express emotions through words,
some are driven by tension between the desire to
communicate and the desire to hide, and we call
such people Artists. They are the architects with
intent and communication, not substances. Any
form of art is time and mind consuming, every artist
has his/her part of mind invested on that piece of
work. They challenge the reality each day with their
imaginative thoughts. They paint their rebellious
views with colors, mould their acceptance as clay. 
Artistic perspective is the undeniable addition of a
dimension to one's persona. We, but somewhere
imagine it as a piece of paper with colors. The art
moulds the emotions of the artist in a visually
pleasing representation, which talks in multi layers.
One may find art in an abandoned cottage, that lost
its charm in many eyes. That is the time we feel
intimidated and try recreating the piece of work,
calling it inspiring. But,the question that should be
raised here is can this perspective be recreated?
Someone very rightly said, "Art can always be
replicated from a source, but the perspective can
never be. " The idea of any art retains its organic
nature. When an artist conceive the idea for his/her
art, it is a personal affair of passion and thought.
But I am also a believer of George Bernard Shaw's
words where he says, “Imitation is not just the
sincerest form of flattery—it’s the sincerest form of
learning.”
It is extremely common for people new to drawing
to copy other pieces of art. It’s one of those things
everyone does, but no one talks about, so everyone
thinks they’re the only one.I did it myself for years
and I’m willing to bet you did too! We thought it to
be normal but what we didn't consider was to assign
credits to the original creator of it.



The imitation chain begins from here. From each
one of us. We do mention the writer's name while
quoting from their book, then why not art?
Perhaps drawing isn’t just mechanical movements
across a page. There are other deeper things going
on when we draw. Attempting to draw accurate
copies of other artworks is great for teaching us
the rules and principles of art. But at some point,
to make ones own original art, one has to choose
which rules he/she needs to follow and which they
want to chuck out the window.
We, artists often feel pressure to sit down and
draw something completely original every time we
draw. But making original art takes a certain
mindset, inspiration, and energy level, and let’s be
honest: sometimes it’s just not there. So if we’re
aiming to draw consistently, we need a way to
draw when we don’t have any idea of what the
heck to draw. We then take inspiration. We take
inspiration which is very usual and obvious, try to
get inspired from anywhere that resonates with
our perspective or fuels our imagination. But
stealing is never an option. Everything we create is
a mashup of everything we’ve seen, heard, felt, and
experienced.
Nothing is instant. It’s impossible to not be
influenced by the things around us—it’s the very
essence of creativity. Instead of taking elements
directly, trying to understand what’s going on at
the core of what’s inspiring you. The less one copy
directly, the further away one again is from the
source in the finished work. Every design
inevitably has some things in common with
designs that have existed before. We’ve all created
designs with a header at the top and a footer at the
bottom, but all those designs aren’t the same. In
each we put enough of ourselves into the work to
make the design unique enough. I think what
should  ultimately matter to the soul of an artist is
be a link in a chain in the creative community, to
see the good in another’s work and do your best to
understand why you think it’s good. And why you
should be called an Artist.



Exclusive
 In-Talk with...

Tribenee Bhattacharyya

Independent Entrepreneur, 
Founder President @ Optimista Learning Hub,

Psychotherapist, NLP Practitioner, Teacher



"Tribenee Bhattacharyya" is a renowned psychological
counselor and the Founder President of OPTIMISTA. 

Inked streets was glad to have a session on 
"Mental Health and Relationship" with her.

1. HOW DID IT START? 

I was from Agriculture background and the idea came from my tour to Spain and I
thought that their Education system was so better then why not implement such
concept here. So that’s how the idea came. Optimista is a learning hub that started
four years ago. 

2. HOW WAS THE EXPERIENCE OF SPAIN TOUR HELPFUL IN THIS VENTURE AND
HOW THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STUDENTS AND TEACHERS MADE BETTER
THROUGH THEIR CONCEPT?

It can be done if both train their minds and builds an understanding. 

3. IT IS SEEN THAT DURING THE EXAMS STUDENTS TAKES A LOT OF STRESS AND
PARENTS ALSO PRESSURIZE THEM, SO HOW THIS CAN BE RESOLVED?

It is seen that as if the parents are more in pressure than the students. The main
mantra is to be at ease and relax a bit. Parents should make an effort in building a
healthy study environment than comparing. In other words, let them learn than to
chase for grades. 

4. CAN THE PHONE CALLS AND CONSTANT COMMENTS FROM THE NEIGHBOURS
AND RELATIVES BE A REASON FOR SUCH STRESSFULL ENVIORONMENT?

That could be definitely one factor since we fear judgement from the society but the
thing is that the parents must have faith in their children and be more patient than to
go with the societal judgements.



5. DOES THESE JUGDMENTS CHANGE A YOUTH’S PERSONALITY AND IF SO HOW  CAN
IT BE RESOLVED?

In stress a person can do anything like stress eating to being intoxicated, so the parents
play a role here. They must make them calm and support them and should not force
bookish knowledge way too much. A youth must keep a healthy mind and body. Sleep
early and wake up early and exercise. Maybe go out or meditate. I suggest a technique
called EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique), which can help one relax. 

6. WE KNOW THAT YOU HAVE BEEN A TEACHER AND A PSYCHO THERAPIST AND A
COUNSELOR, SO WAS IT STRESSFUL FOR YOU TO PLAY SUCH DIFFERENT ROLES?

What I learnt that being trained is different from applying those training in one’s
personal life, one can’t feel changes unless they practice what they preach. This is what I
believe. 

7. IT IS SEEN NOW A DAYS THAT THE YOUTHS ARE DEALING A LOT WITH
RELATIONSHIP COMPLICATIONS AND BREAK UP? SO ARE THESE NEW TYPES OF
RELATIONSHIPS ACCORDING TO YOU REALLY SERIOUS ONE OR JUST AN
INFATUATION?

Actually the thing is that, relationship is not like you are in a La la land and can do
anything in it like being intimate for a moment and then just done with it, It’s a serious
commitment. So I guess most of the time now-a-days it’s not so serious one. So a
relationship needs to be a healthy one rather than doing crazy things in its name. A
couple must be responsible more than dramatic. Also there are some positive
relationships where it is much more serious and understanding so it may vary person to
person. 

8. HOW CAN THE PROBLEM BE RESOLVED?

It’s better to channelize that emotion into something positive than to give up or one can
consider psychotherapy and parents must also try to understand the gravity of such
situations.

9. DO YOU THINK THAT THE CULTURAL GAP BETWEEN INDIAN AND WESTERN
CULTURE IS CAUSING A PROBLEM? 

We Indians are like, “Oh, that's western, that’s bad” but thing is that the students and
youths are also taking a negative influences from OTT series and starts experimenting
with stuffs like addiction or sex. So both parents and children must work hand to hand
and be more open minded about relationships and sex. It’s not bad to accept
westernization but we need to keep it in transition and balance with our own. 
 



From the Hills...
Featuring

NAAZ SULTANA



Naaz Sultana is a contemporary Indie Rock Artist from Guwahati, who have been
prominent in the music scene for a long time. We at Inked Streets were privileged
enough to know about her musical journey, acting forte and other things which she
loves doing the most.

In words of Naaz: - 
Well I never in my life thought that someday I would be a musician. Coming from a
middle class family getting a job have always been an important subject. I was focused
more in my studies and wanted to be a company lawyer. Growing up in Shillong (the hub
of music) have influenced me a lot even though I realized it pretty late!! It was the year
2006, I was doing my B. com (honors) in Delhi University. I kind of figured out that I have
a strong connection towards music. I used to visit a Christian NGO near my paying guest
every Thursday as they had musical sessions which really captured my attention and
dragged me there literally. The gospels they performed were so ear soothing. I joined
them every Thursday for the gospel singing sessions. It helped me learn so much about
harmonies, vibrato etc. wanted to explore more now. That’s when I realized I can create.
It’s in me!! I formed a band called White Beryl in Delhi and that’s how the journey
started. Music became my passion. In no time we performed in many reputed venues.
Even qualified for the prelims of Channel V Launchpad. My composition even help me
win the Barista acoustic artist of the year 2011.This achievements inspired me to
experiment more. My love and passion for music overpowered my job priorities. After
graduation I was working with Jet airways but was not being able to give more time to
music, so it was time I had to decide my priorities .I chose "Passion”. I didn't want to
later regret in life that I didn't follow my heart. It was not easy though, my parents never
supported me, because they were scared if this will ever help me get established in life!
But somewhere deep down my heart I believed in myself and trusted my decision. One
women army!! ha..ha.. I took the major step and since then no looking back!! It’s been 15
years now full time into music!!!
When I was starting out I learnt to categorise things regarding what our audiences
wanted and so that’s how I got influence and the idea to make rock music in regional
language. I was doing originals with my band and also was doing commercial gigs so this
is how I learnt the things or two about finding the crowd and got the idea.Challenges came throughout my education stage as my family wanted me to be a
company lawyer after my graduations but in later years they supported me. So, yes
there were always some challenges. Also, until and unless we have local and family
support, it will always be a bit challenging. 



See the thing is that people tends to judge a lot when
it comes to art, if a niched genre get oversaturated
and each artist tends to do the same thing then it
might sound a bit bland for the mass. So this less
density of variation is what I thing is one of the
reason. 
To support the artists we need a local support which
we lag a lot but then again a particular song shall be
accessible and people shall be able to connect to it, in
other words people are picky so both the artist’s
ideas and audiences preference must align. Also
people must learn to appreciate every kind of music.
The scene outside is rising because people support
each other, so I feel this must be brought in our
scene also. In the recent events she was also seen
speaking about mental health and problems faced by
the artists, here’s what she had to say: - To be very
honest, mental health and its cure depends and
differs from person to person. If a person is so much
reserved and shy then they might be in a nutshell
and can’t find any solution, so it’s necessary to open
up more and as for the musicians it is now more
struggling during pandemics as we have no savings
anymore per say and we were dependent on live
gigs. Everyone knows that we need a saving for
production and recording and also to buy gears. So I
think that in the meantime to tackle financial
problems and other issues, artist must engage
themselves in different kind of jobs and productive
work. It takes time but it shall pass on. 
Also, I want to just set an idea for the upcoming
musicians that music has no barriers. One should
not hesitate to experiment. But most importantly
one's attitude matters. One's attitude can make you
or can even break you .Stay grounded! Develop a
habit to learn more. Create for the love of creating
and not to prove. Learn to take criticism that will
help you nourish yourself. Try to open up to
different genres. That will help you figure out your
sound. Trust me you will do wonders in life
musically. 



When Physics blends
with Philosophy

~The Incognito Writer~



The dazzling universe is the creation of
every forgoing rule of the massive
concept called physics.All the activities
starting from inhaling to massive
explosion occurring    in the vaccum
(space) is the impact and occurrence of
the topic called physics. Although
counted in the lists of one of the most
toughest subject yet ,too interesting if
you really invest your soul to it. When
we imagine ourselves a few years back
may be a decade back ,we would find
ourselves asking numerous questions on
every earthly materialistic thing
happening but least did we know that
physics would provide us the platform
we were in search of.We as the heading
goes as “PHYSICS BLEND WITH
PHILOSOPHY” I won't pen down much
on materialistic aspects in short coming
to the point physics have tremendous
things to teach us about living a better
life and the most simple example if taken
would be the Newton’s 3rd  law which
states every action has an equal and
opposite reaction    which, when applied
over our lives would perfectly depict
KARMA. And this way every concept
would give us a phenomenon of living . 
Every law of quantam mechanics depicts
a clear image of reality , about how
uncertain we are about everything

The phenomenon of    destructive
interference of waves that states “a
positive displacement of one wave is
cancelled exactly by displacement of
other wave” In simple words it states
LIGHT + LIGHT = DARKNESS.    This
can be taken as an theory about    how
when live takes wrong turns when
there is too much of happiness comes
to us at once.

Another example can be drawn by
Heisenberg’s
uncertainity  principle  that states how
the exact location of an electron
cannot be predicted similarly no event
in anyone’s life cannot be predicted at
certainity.These are just two of the
theories , but if we keep taking an
account of every theory we would find
the deepest    thoughts in the world of
physics and to people’s notice a
interesting fact that , all the greatest
scientist    the ones giving birth to
physics were philosophers be it be
Newton , Gelileo,or  Heisenberg.What I
want to convey is that physics and
philosophy are dependent of each
other . The birth of physics was itself a
result of philosophy.

~The Incognito Writer~



Being a Mother

~By~
Vishakha Agarwal

A Proud Mother!



                           Motherhood 
This word, it never meant much to me. I never even gave it a second
thought. But today, this word gives me a delicate kind of feeling (maybe
it is not the right word to describe it, but I guess motherhood is hard to
describe!), a tingling feeling, a joyous feeling. Am a proud mother of a 9-
month-old. She is my life. More than that actually, if she is sleeping
peacefully! The pregnancy, the ultrasounds, the excitement, the
tensions, the delivery, the pain.... it all seems so so so long ago. 9 months
is a long time, as well as the shortest time when it comes to motherhood.
It's impossible to measure it in terms of time or love.



I had an emergency C-section. I could
not feel my Li'l one move, from over 24
hours. My water level had reduced by
half. I was panicky. I never got into the
technical reasons of why it happened
and exactly what happened. At that
moment, I just wanted to bring my
baby safely to this world.Do you know,
you have to literally walk down to
your operation bed, voluntarily lie
down, and see yourself get operated?
You are not even offered a stretcher,
or given any sedation beforehand?I
knew all of this. Yes, I did.But knowing
it and living it are two different things.
The 20 seconds walk, from my hospital
room to the OT seemed like an
eternity. As if, I was in a slow-motion
movie. Then I had to lie down on my
own operation table, with all the
equipment in the surroundings. I
wanted to run away. It was terrifying.
In fact, at a point I got so scared, I
thought. Is this even worth it !!But, my
doctors, God bless them, they calmed
me. I was given the epidural (a painless
process). And The surgery began. I
asked my doctor to please keep talking
to me so that it distracts me. And they
were kind enough to do so. I was even
lied to, I was told that the operation
had not even begun. I knew it was a lie
but I said to myself, of course, it has
started but you need to, need to listen
to what the doctor says. 

Think she is being honest. Imagine, it
has not started.Trust me, it is utterly
weird to know that you are being sliced
open and still just lay there. Let people
cut you, stitch you, and all the while
being awake and not being able to do
anything to get out of it. After that, I
made the biggest mistake of my life,
even though I had been warned
beforehand about it. Mid-surgery, I
looked at the ceiling. . Do you
remember seeing those huge lights
above the operation tables in the
movies? Well, they do exist, with a big
broad metal frame, which reflects
every god damn thing. I saw my open
abdomen. It sounds so much better,
may how horrific that is, than the
actual vision. I was speechless, though
I had very little to say as well before
that.But, in the end, it's worth much
more than all of that. I would go
through 100 c- sections for my
daughter.It was the most beautiful
sound when she popped out. The only
time I enjoyed hearing her cry. I wish I
had booked a photographer. But I
remember her face when she was born,
her shocking lot of black hairs, I
remember moaning when she was first
put on my breast. I remember the
support of the team of doctors. They
were simply amazing, they kept me
sane throughout. 



They were a huge blessing.After coming
to my room, I told my sisters, that am so
sleepy, but I don't want to sleep. I want
to play with her, and all throughout I
was thinking, wow this was easy, I feel
perfectly alright. But, then what did I
know? The pain, the terrible terrible
pain, the horrible discomfort of that
hospital bed, it all hit later that night
when the sedation effect got over. I was
on pain killers, but I wished they
doubled the dose. My back was killing
me, I was feeling hot beyond my
tolerance. The ac was on full blast but I
felt I was on fire. I don't remember
seeing her, feeding her, or holding her.
The only thing I remember was the
discomfort I felt. But that's a story for
another day or let's say another column.
Yes, it all sounds so so so scary and it is.
But we mommas get the best deal! In
exchange, we get the best munchkin
possible! We all get the sweetest baby in
the world and the proud feeling of
surviving the birthday.

~Vishakha Agarwal
A Proud Mother!



Poems



~Ayushi Das, 
M.Sc Biotechnology and Bioinformatics,

NEHU, Shillong

The Grey Matter



The indelible injudicious soul
What is that you're so cold?
Any deeds to rive the bond?

That have cherished but now gone.
The bird of my soul, losing breath,

And stranded 
I stand on the earthy pavement.

The lone hours spent in introspection,
Adding another chapter to my dimmed

dimension.
Unapologetic I stand, claiming my mess

In the quest for happiness.
A thread from inception to death,

Tied me to the game of attachment.
A blaze of colors steer our minds,
Everytime it successfully grinds.

Nature envice itself as a close confidant;
Molding the sharp edges to blunt.

The shades of a Phoenix churning the sky
Pivot thoughts with utter hope

And positive vibes.
The warmth of these, feels one burnt.
Emotions adsorbed in strength take a

stand,
But denial too from somewhere creeps by.

With that charcoal black
And chocolate brown.

~Ayushi Das, 
M.Sc Biotechnology and Bioinformatics,

NEHU, Shillong



Reborn?

~Rudra Deka
B.Tech in Computer Science Engineering,

NEHU, Shillong
Founder & CEO, Inked Streets & Co



I have been crushed,
I have been ripped, 

inside out,
and when, nothing else was left,

My soul, came next...
I ask, how can you love me
when you have ripped me,

again and again, 
piece by piece.

when you fed me poison,
of your toxicity.

And, when I burned down,you left; stating,
I was the one, who was nowhere to be found.

But love, you forget, 
I am the Prince of Darkness,

engulfed by flames, 
of your treacherous kindness!
You left thinking, I was dead,

But I am a Phoenix,  
I rise from my ashes!

People beware, cause the Devil walks again,
onto the streets he was, once betrayed.

People beware, The Devil walks again,
Reborn from Ashes, 

Sending world to HELL!
~Rudra Deka

B.Tech in Computer Science Engineering,
NEHU, Shillong

Founder & CEO, Inked Streets & Co



ODE to my Mother

~Raktim Kashyap
Bachelors in Arts, 

SB Deorah College, Guwahati.



The past nine months of pure bliss 
within thine self ye' brought me into 

this world as thine onward son 
 

Thou hath raised me by battling 
through all the struggles being put in

front 
of thee by this world 

Ye' shedded thy tears and hath bared all
the pain 

to maketh me the man that I am today 
 

Through my darkest days thou were my
strength 

ye' healed me when I was weak and feeble 
I once faced death and got dragged into the

labirynth 
but ye' hath resurrected my soul and I was

reborn 
by the power of thy love 

 
I couldn't be more thankful to thee 

o mother 
for being my strength and the force 

behind my might 
with thine blessing and with the armour of 

thine unconditional love for me 
I shalt win through all the fights 

 
Ye' hath saved me when I was pushed 

into the abyss 
for my soul to be destroyed 

by my demons 
Mother, I am blessed and I am 

thankful to God 
for presenting with the gift 

to be thy son

Mother, I am blessed to have ye' in my life
and so I maketh a promises to thee

to give ye' all the happiness of this world

The world is wretched and cruel
and we both doth knoweth it

but still we shalt fight through all the
hurdles

that we have in front of us

O dear mother, I am blessed to have ye' in
my life

and so I shalt never let a drop of tear
being shaded by thou
through thine eyes.

I am thine onward son
for I am the only one

I shalt protect thine tears
till my last breath

and shalt be grateful to thee
'til this life ends

~Raktim Kashyap
Bachelors in Arts, 

SB Deorah College, Guwahati.



Bachelor in Arts 
(English Litrature)

~Introducing~

Kikrusanuo Ciesotsu



She is calm like the ocean but,
ferocious once the storm hits.

She dwells among the wavery waves
hiding away herself from the

lightening;
She is Water yet Salty!

but despite her saltiness, she can
quench a thirst in satisfaction.

~Kikrusanuo Ciesotsu
Bachelor in Arts (English Litrature)

A Woman's Aura



Corona: A Bait?
Why have you came without a warning?

Why would you come like a raging storm?
Time stood still with your arrival.

"The World has stopped for you,
To let you rediscover yourself."

I am rediscovering. I am learning.
I am renewing. I am healing.

But I am scared!

Why would you be such an irony for humanity?
Mentoring us how to be humane and 

Yet,
Selfish, Greedy, Prideful In human beings we become

labelling another being with lies alongside you,
causing their downfall in their battles with you;

Depriving their right to live.
All for What?

Just mere Lucre. Ha!

"A life in exchange for gold and silver
A mortal exchanged for castles and forts."

I wonder if we mortals are battling you,
I hope we are, we really are!

Humanity would be doomed if you are used as a BAIT!

~Kikrusanuo Ciesotsu
Bachelor in Arts (English Litrature)



~Introducing~

Ipshita Biswas

B.Com (Accounting), 
Guwahati Commerce College

Masters in Travel & Tourism Management,
(IGNOU)



And then that night
arrived 

When you left my lil
hands 

In an empty road 
With a monster beside

Then I learned about the
life 

In just a few seconds
With a broken soul

And a voiceless storm
inside

�जसके आने से सांस म� सांस आयी थी 
अब उसके जाने से जान भी ना जाए...?

It's all about Love!

~Ipshita Biswas~
Masters in Travel & Tourism Management, 

Guwahati Commerce College



~Introducing~

Sibasish Singha

Bachelor of Architecture (B.Arch)
NEHU, Shillong



The Letter
Dear Heart,

That day as the sun shone for the last time behind those hills, a calm
melancholy breeze lingered at the hilltop where I stood. At that time, what
seemed to make me feel lonely was my reluctance to accept that I could be
sad too.
I had planted a seed of joy within you, a seed that bespoke of happiness and
courted only the good things in life. For the longest of times, everything
seemed great; life was never at a bitter standstill. But life is a beautiful
teacher, isn’t it? It smiles at you as it mocks your vanity of belief. That day
as I stood on that hill, I saw the sun truly let go at the end of the day. The
breeze that blew lifted the smoke as it came rising from a distant cottage, it
was dark enough and yet dimly lit. Everything was at a standstill for a
moment. And yet when the darkness came, there were lights everywhere,
like tiny suns and everything moved again. What I had done, regrets,
sadness, repentance and ignorance are all a part of me and my being. My
acceptance is what gives me power. I guess learning to accept; that being
sad and happy is one and the same is what led me to truly be what I am
today. This letter to you my dear heart is an apology to you for not having
accepted all your raw emotions and having ignored what you felt only to
favor what I wanted.
To you dear heart, I would like to just quote you something that I saw on
that hill that day, something you made me acknowledge without knowing,
“Remember the young pines for you are their testimony. The old stood
their test of time, the young sprouted their heads. The seeds that were
never sown will now grow tall to ashes that never blew in the wind.”

Apologizing to you
Me



Food Forge
~Harish Giri~

B.Tech in Architecture,
NEHU, Shillong



CREAMY EGG MASALA | EASY RECIPE |
INDIAN STYLE

This is a quick, lip smacking and rich recipe that takes
less  effort and time. A must try for foodies who love to

eat quick! This egg curry goes well with butter roti,
naan, jeera rice or any paratha and pulao varieties. 

So here I share with you the basic yummy and creamy
version of an egg curry. 

� Cuisine - Indian
� Preparation time - 10 minutes 
� Cooking time - 30 minutes

� Servings - 4 
✒ Author - Harish Giri/ @foodie_since99 (Instagram)

~Harish Giri~
B.Tech in Architecture,

NEHU, Shillong



INGREDIENTS 

4 boiled eggs 
3 tbsp ghee or oil
1 bay leaf 
2 finely chopped onions
2 finely chopped tomatoes
1 tbsp ginger garlic paste
1 tbsp green chilli paste
1 tsp red chilli powder
1/2 turmeric powder
1 tsp coriander powder
1/4 tsp garam masala powder
1 tsp dry fenugreek leaves
1 bowl cream
Salt as per taste 

PREPARATION FOR EGGS

Step 1- Take boiled eggs and make slits into it. Add little turmeric, salt, red
chili powder and few drops of lemon into it and coat the eggs. 
Step 2- Heat little oil in a pan and drop in the eggs and fry it for a while till
golden brown under medium flame. 
Step 3-  Transfer it to a plate and set aside. 



METHOD

Step 1- Heat ghee in a kadhai and add bay leaf. 
Step 2- Add finely chopped onions and saute till golden brown. 
Step 3- Then add ginger- garlic- chili paste and saute for a while until the
raw smell goes off. 
Step 4- Now add chopped tomatoes, salt as per taste and saute till it
becomes mushy. 
Step 5- Now add turmeric powder and all the dry spices and mix well.
Step 6- Add little water to it and fry until the oil starts separating from the
kadhai and the masala is fried well. 
Step 7- Now add the cream, fried eggs and let it simmer for 5 minutes in
low flame. 
Step 8- Crush dried fenugreek leaves in your palm and add into it and mix
well.
Step 9- Garnish with chopped coriander and serve hot. 
Step 10- Do not wait. Just hog into it with your choice of bread or rice.



A tryst with Jaipur

~Ishani Ahmed Saikia~
M. A. English, University of Delhi

B. A. (Hons) Hans Raj College, University of Delhi



All cities are made up of the same things, yet
none of them are the same. They resemble the
humans that live in them, all the same mass of
muscle and bones yet distinct from each other
to the point of alienability. The way the
cement, the bricks, the roads (and the garbage)
look in Guwahati is strikingly different from
how they look in Shillong. They are a product
of their history, their childhood, the gifts, the
rewards, the punishments they received as
they grew up. Dead cities with a beating heart-
the tragedy of our times. When I first arrived in
Jaipur I was hit with this realisation, of being
somewhere similar but yet very new, very
different. Maybe it was the Aravallis, whose
grand limbs stretched unannounced in a
greeting, jolting me out of my reverie of the
yellow sea of mustard flowers in their full
bloom in the cold January afternoon. It
accompanied me and my friends as we traced
the veins of the hills, illuminated by the
declining sun, chancing upon a temple or a
dargah every few metres. As anyone coming
from anywhere in the northeast would know,
hills have always been a regular part of our
vistas- lush, green, thriving hills. 
These were something else; they seemed older,
barer, belonging to a time that went beyond
the souls occupying the bus with me that day;
that went beyond the souls of our parents and
theirs. It was imposing, but in an elderly way,
the quite monumentality of that kind
grandfather that quietly sings his tune on a
sunlit verandah. Thus, even before we reached
Jaipur, it reached us to make us fall in love
with it.



Arriving in Jaipur you slowly mark out more
features in your head, like you do in a friend you
newly meet, trying to remember her for the time
to come. You notice that it is not steeped in
history as you thought it would be. It is open,
clean and filled with enough shopping outlets to
fill one’s fancy as other cities. I told you
something was similar. But this was just the first
few minutes of entering the city, the first few
appreciations of homes with overflowing orange
flowers, public gardens so well-maintained, it
gave my college a run for its money. But I think
like all guests, you only see what the hosts want
you to see on your first visit- the manicured living
room planned with exact meticulousness. And
sure enough it comes, the list of things that you
will write down in a blog, or in your diary to
describe this place, the things that will fill up the
memory-bubbles that create that space for you in
a different time, far away from it. 
The city is home to breath-taking architecture,
incredible centres of culture and markets bustling
with local goods and food. In the month of
January, the city hosts thousands of enthusiasts
who throng the Diggi Palace to be a part of a
magnum opus of the celebration of literature,
cinema and the creative arts- the Jaipur Literature
Festival. You can steep yourself in the talks of
authors, poets, actors, directors from around the
world, with multiple talks spread across the day.
One can visit some of the grandest and most
meticulously crafted palaces in the country- the
Amer, Nahargarh and Jaigar forts, and feel history
walking with you amidst the jewel encrusted
rooms and walls. Nahargarh fort in the evening
gifts you with a view of the entire city of Jaipur-
sitting atop the Aravalli hills. 



The sun slowly descends upon the city with a blanket of purple covering up
the azure sky as the city lights up like a perfect mirror image of a star-lit
sky. On the way to these forts rests a lake in between which stands a
solitary palace- the Jal Mahal, long desolated from any company. The
popular markets in the city- the Babu Bazar being the most famous – is a
place where you can buy a small part of the city for yourself in the form of
Bandhani kurtas, jootis, leather chappals, bags, antique silver jewellery,
miniature camels, puppets, to name just a few. I remember a conversation
with a vendor who told me that some of the shops have generations of
people from the same family working as artisans. There is a fostering of
their tradition, a smart marketing of it which has allowed them to continue
their family-business. 
Time moves slowly there, and the cold is just enough to keep you
comfortable on long walks along the numerous roads of the city. The
company of friends and a mind curious to the wonders of the world is met
with a place that allows you the safety to do so. It has been a city of
colours- pinks of the stones of Hawa Mahal, the white of the bazaars, the
reds, greens and blues of puppeteers. It will grow on you slowly, or it may
not gather your fancy at all, or it may hit you with a force of an unexpected
felicity that makes you grateful of chanced encounters.



Featuring Artwork by
~Ishani Ahmed Saikia~
M. A. English, University of Delhi

B. A. (Hons) Hans Raj College, University of Delhi
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From The Founder's Desk...

We aim in providing Global Exposure to all the individuals, joining us, who
has the courage to follow their dreams, and form a common community,
where they can interact with people from all over the world, sharing
common interests. Taking up all genre's of Blogging under one common
platform available free of cost. Upcoming Influencer's, Bloggers, Writer's,
Traveler's, Musicians, etc., individuals who think differently, are all 
 welcomed here. Creating a hub of Potential, both on Networking and
Finance, we offer people Time Freedom, Money Freedom, JOB Freedom.
Helping the youths Create professional careers through Blogging and
making them Self-Sufficient.

Our Sincerest Thank you
to all the contributors and writers
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